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ABSTRACT
Aging induces gradual accumulation of damages in cells and tissues, which leads to physiological
dysfunctions. Aging-associated muscle dysfunction is commonly seen in aged population and severely
affects their physical activity and life quality, against which aerobic training has been shown to exert
antagonizing or alleviating effects. Circular RNAs (circRNAs) play important roles in various physiological
processes, yet their involvement in aging-associated muscle dysfunction is not well understood. In this
study, we performed comprehensive analysis of circRNAs profiles in quadriceps muscles in sedentary young
and aging mice, as well as aging mice with aerobic exercise using RNA sequencing. Our results identified
circRNAs altered by factors of aging and aerobic exercise. Their host genes were then predicted and
analyzed by gene ontology enrichment analysis. Importantly, we found that circBBS9 featured decreased
levels in aging compared to young mice and elevated expression in exercise versus sedentary aging mice.
Besides, we performed GO and KEGG analysis on circBBS9 target genes, as well as established the circBBS9miRNA-mRNAs interaction network. Our results indicate that circBBS9 may play active roles in muscle aging
by mediating the benefits of aerobic training intervention, thus may serve as a novel therapeutic target
combating aging-associated muscle dysfunction.

INTRODUCTION
An increase in life expectancy in modern world brings
an ‘aged society’, in which a substantial aging
population poses challenges both medically and
financially [1, 2]. Thus, more and more research
interests are piqued toward the combat against aging.
Generally, aging is defined as the age-dependent physio-
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logical decline that affects all living organisms. Aging
undermines multiple major organs and plays a profound
role in the onset of neurodegenerative diseases, cardiovascular diseases, metabolic disorders, as well as a loss
in muscle and bone mass [3–7].
Recently, metabolic fitness emerges as a novel player in
the arena of combating aging. For instance, the prevalence
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of calorie-enriched diets and sedentary lifestyle of today’s
society has been shown to be closely linked with the onset
and deteriorating of various age-associated diseases [8, 9].
Evidences from genetic modified mice models revealed
that alterations in genes controlling metabolic homeostasis
have significant impacts on overall longevity of the
animals [10, 11]. Last but not least, metabolic
interventions, such as caloric restriction, intermittent
fasting and exercise, confer multiple health benefits
ranging from stronger skeleton muscle and cardiac
function to improved metabolic fitness and cognitive
functions, and most importantly, increased lifespan in
multiple species [12, 13].
Skeletal muscle comprises about 40% of total body
mass in mammals and consumes a large proportion of
fuel molecules in both resting and active states. These
characteristics attribute a central role to skeletal
muscle in maintaining whole body physical fitness
and metabolic homeostasis [14–18]. During aging,
skeletal muscle undergoes aging-associated muscle
dysfunction, which contributes greatly to the
disrupted metabolic homeostasis. Multiple factors
affect the process of aging-associated muscle dysfunction. Nowadays, the rapid development and wide
application of RNA sequencing technology have
enabled an extensive understanding of the role of noncoding RNAs in muscle dysfunctions. For instance, a
number of micro RNAs are reported to show
significant influence on the physiology and pathology
of muscle fibers [19–21]. Circular RNA (circRNA), a
subfamily of the non-coding RNAs, is ubiquitously
expressed in eukaryotes with tissue- and
developmental-stage-specific characteristics, which
feature a covalently closed loop in its structure.
Compared to miRNA, circRNAs are exceptionally
stable due to their circular structure that lacking free
5’or 3’ ends, thus endows them superior potential as
signaling molecules and biomarkers [22]. Indeed,
circRNAs exhibit critical functions under both
physiological and pathological scenarios through
diverse regulations on gene transcription, pre-mRNA
splicing, mRNA translation and protein functions, as
well as their classic roles as miRNA sponges [23].
Overall, circRNAs are attractive candidates as
biomarkers and therapeutic targets of aging-associated
muscle dysfunction [24].
The aim of the study was to find potential circRNA
involved in muscle aging and exercise via profiling the
expression signature and heterogeneity pattern of
circRNAs in quadriceps femoris muscles of sedentary
young and aging mice, as well as aging mice with
aerobic training. Our results identified circBBS9 and its
target gene pathways affected by the advance of age, as
well as reversed by aerobic exercise, which may offer
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novel insights into the biomarkers and the pathogenesis
of aging-associated muscle dysfunction.

RESULTS
Description of circRNA profiles in quadriceps
femoris muscle from young, aging and aging with
aerobic exercise group of mice
To access the extents of muscle dysfunction, six
muscle samples per group from mice of young, aging
and aging plus aerobic exercise were examined for
gene markers indicative of mitochondrial homeostasis
and muscle atrophy. Compared to young control mice,
we found significant mitigation in mitochondrial
program (Pgc1a, Mfn1 and Atpase) and elevation of
atrophy markers (Foxo3 and Atrogin) in aging mice,
while aging mice with aerobic training showed
marked amelioration in these parameters (Figure 1A)
as consistent with previous reports [25]. Next, using
RNA-seq technique, we evaluated the circRNA
profiles of quadriceps femoris muscles in three groups
of samples following the workflow shown in Figure
1B. The sequencing identified 4336 circRNAs in total
in three groups (Supplementary Table 1). The
numbers of circRNA distributed in genome were the
highest in chromosome 2 and reached nadir in
chromosome Y, with most chromosomes had a
synchronized distribution of about 200 counts (Figure
2A). The majority of the identified circRNAs were
less than 1500 nucleotide (nt) in length (Figure 2B).
The relationship between circRNAs and their coding
genes were summarized and classified into three
categories: 85.56% were exonic, 5.60% were intronic
and 8.84% were others types (Figure 2C). Besides, all
circRNAs were evenly located on DNA plus and
minus strand (Figure 2D).
Identification of differential circRNAs in quadriceps
muscles
We firstly investigated the differential circRNAs in
quadriceps muscle between young and aging group,
which may be used as biomarkers for aging-associated
muscle dysfunction. The volcano plot filtered and
identified the differentially expressed circRNAs with
statistical significance (Figure 3A). The threshold of
exhibiting fold change is 2.0 and p-values below 0.05.
Between the young and aging group, 49 circRNAs
showed significant differential expression, with 28
circRNAs up-regulated and 21 circRNAs downregulated (Supplementary Table 2). Meanwhile,
comparison between aging mice and aging mice with
aerobic treadmill training identified 21 significantly
changed circRNAs, among them 10 were up-regulated
and 11 were down-regulated (Figure 3B, Supplementary
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Table 3). The top changed circRNAs were shown in
Figure 3C, 3D.
To explore the potential functional roles of the
significantly enriched circRNAs and their host genes,
we performed Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis
on the host genes. GO analysis is divided into three
parts as biological process (BP), cell component (CC)
and molecular function (MF). We found that many
biological processes (BP), i.e. muscle contraction and
skeletal muscle thin filament assembly, as well as cell
component (CC) including myofibril, muscle myosin
complex and myosin filament were altered in aging
mice compared to young mice. (Supplementary Figure
1). On the other hand, compared to sedentary aging
mice, aging mice with aerobic intervention showed

altered biological processes (BP) including muscle
filament sliding, neuron remodeling, muscle contraction
and cell components (CC) including myofibril, myosin
complex, cytoskeleton and muscle myosin complex
(Supplementary Figure 2). These data suggested a
potential cooperation between circRNAs and their host
genes in the regulation of muscle functions during aging
and aerobic interventions.
Validation of circBBS9 expression in skeletal muscle
Based on the sequencing data, we wonder whether we
could define circRNA as potential target molecule that
mediates the benefits of aerobic training during aging
process by highlighting candidates that featured altered
expression in aging while reversed by exercise. Hence,

Figure 1. Validation of aging and aerobic training model in mice and workflow of circRNA analysis scheme. (A) The Qu muscle
expression level of genes in atrophy and mitochondrial functionality among groups of young, aging and aging with aerobic exercise (n=6 per
group). (B) Workflow of circRNA analysis scheme.
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we overlapped circRNAs of three sets of sequencing
data, looking for those featured opposite expression
patterns between young and aging, as well as between
sedentary aging and aging with exercise intervention.
Importantly, we found three circRNAs that met our
criteria, circBBS9, circATP9b and circMYH8
(Supplementary Table 4).
Next, we verified circBBS9, circATP9b and circMYH8
with qRT-PCR. By qRT-PCR using primers across the
branch site [26], we found that muscle circBBS9 level
was down-regulated in aging versus young sedentary
mice and was restored after aerobic training in aging
mice, which was the best match for RNA-seq data
(Figure 4A), while circMYH8 and circATP9b levels
failed to match the sequencing results (Supplementary
Figure 3A). Thus we focused on circBBS9 for detailed
analysis.
According to UCSC genome browser, circBBS9 was
spliced from a 416bp pre-mRNA containing two
exons and one intron. CircBBS9 has a length of 243bp

derived from the joint of two adjacent exons during
spicing (Figure 4B). To ensure assay facticity in
circRNA, we used RiboNuclease R for full
degradation of preponderant linear RNAs and Ystructure RNAs to preserve the circular RNAs. Next,
convergent primers designed specifically against the
adjacent ends of two exons (interspaced by the intron)
and divergent primers against the far end of two exons
were tested in RT-PCR analysis in complementary
DNA (cDNA) sample and genomic DNA (gDNA)
sample from quadriceps muscles. As shown in Figure
4C, convergent primers yielded PCR products of
339bp in gDNA and 166bp in cDNA sample,
indicating the exclude of intron during splicing.
Meanwhile, unlike in cDNA sample, divergent
primers failed to amplify PCR products in gDNA
sample, suggesting circBBS9 is a circular RNA
derived from the splicing of pre-mRNA. This was
confirmed via Sanger sequencing, which showed the
existence of a splicing event on AG-GT site (Figure
4D). Interestingly, circBBS9 levels were not altered in
brain and heart, two other critical organs underwent

Figure 2. Differences and characterizations of circRNA expression profile. (A) Chromosomal distributions of annotated circRNAs.
(B) Predicted spliced length of circRNAs. (C) The circRNA were classified into three types according to the relationship of the genomic loci
with their associated coding genes. (D) Distribution of circRNA in sense (+) and antisense (-) strand of DNA.
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senescence
and
dysfunction
during
aging
(Supplementary Figure 3B). These data suggest that
although aging is a systematic process, circBBS9 might
be a reliable and specific biomarker for skeletal muscle
sarcopenia and aerobic exercise intervention.
Construction of circBBS9-miRNA-mRNA Network
and validation of circBBS9 predicted target mRNAs
CircRNAs classically function as miRNA sponges to
exert their regulatory effects on gene expression [26].
We thus constructed the circBBS9-miRNA-mRNA
network to better unravel its role in muscle dysfunction.
The Miranda and RNAhybrid bioinformatics tools were
utilized to predict the sponge miRNAs for circBBS9,
which predicted 10 miRNAs as its targets (mmu-miR3100-5p, mmu-miR-6930-3p, mmu-miR-7020-5p,
mmu-miR-423-3p, mmu-miR-7079-5p, mmu-miR-3833p, mmu-miR-6911-5p, mmu-miR-3065-3p, mmu-miR7028-5p, mmu-miR-7662-5p). Next, using database
Targetscan, mRNAs predicted as the targets of at least
three miRNAs were overlapped and considered as
mRNA targets, which rendered 1558 target mRNAs.
These genes were analyzed with GO and KEGG
analysis to annotate and speculate their potential
functions.

GO analysis on the target genes of circBBS9
highlighted various biological processes, for instance,
transcription regulation and protein phosphorylation
in BP analysis and protein homodimerization and
ATP binding in MF analysis (Figure 5A–5C).
Subsequent KEGG analysis of target genes
emphasized metabolic pathways, PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway, MAPK signaling among top 10 enriched
pathways (Figure 5D). Of note, metabolic pathways
had the highest target gene counts among these
signaling pathways, suggesting a critical impact of
metabolic changes on muscle functions during aging
and exercise intervention. Based on these analyses,
the comprehensive atlas of miRNA-mRNA network
for circBBS9 was then constructed using Cytoscape
software (3.6.1). In detail, we created miRNA-mRNA
network if the mRNA were regulated by a greater
number (>=3) of miRNAs and had a p-value <0.05.
The circBBS9 miRNA-mRNA network was
comprised of 7,283 edges between 10 miRNAs and
1,558 mRNAs (Supplementary Table 5, Figure 6A).
The degree of distribution of the nodes followed the
power-law distribution with a slope of -75.189 and an
R-squared value of 0.9798, suggesting the network
displayed scale-free characteristics typical of a
biological network rather than a random system

Figure 3. Overview of altered circRNA in different sequencing group. (A) Volcano plots showing differential expression of circRNAs of
Aging group compared with Young group. Differentially expressed circRNAs with fold change > 2 and p < 0.05 were marked in orange and
green dots representing up and down regulation separately. (B) Volcano plots showing differential expression of circRNAs of Aging plus
Exercising compared to Aging group. Differentially expressed circRNAs with fold change > 2 and p < 0.05 were marked in orange and green
dots representing up and down regulation separately. (C) The top 10 upregulated and 10 downregulated circRNA based on the log2 fold
change of Aging group compared with Young group. (D) The top 10 upregulated and 10 downregulated circRNA based on the log2 fold
change of Aging plus Exercising group compared to Aging group.
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Figure 4. Verification of the expression of CircBBS9. (A) qRT-PCR verification of the expression of circBBS9 among groups. (B)
Schematic diagram of primer design of circBBS9. (C) Identification of circBBS9 in Qu muscle by PCR amplification. (D) Sanger sequencing to
verify the amplified products of circBBS9. Data are presented as mean ± SEM and *P<0.05, **P<0.01.

Figure 5. In silico analysis of predicted target genes of circBBS9. (A–C) GO analysis of predicted target genes with top 10 differ gene
counts. The horizontal axis is the gene counts for the GO terms, and the vertical axis is the GO terms. (D) KEGG pathway analysis of predicted
target gene with top 10 differ gene counts. Selection counts represent the number of entities of target genes directly associated with the
listed Pathway.
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(Figure 6B). In Figure 6C, compared to mRNAs
(4.678), The average degree of the miRNAs was
728.3. Besides, miRNA nodes showed more betweenness centrality compared to mRNA nodes as in Figure
6D. These results suggested that miRNAs have more

interactions with other nodes than mRNAs and
although miRNAs are small RNAs, they exhibit more
topological properties than mRNAs in the network.
Interestingly, a few miRNAs acted as major hubs
linking other mRNAs, such as mmu-miR-7662-5p,

Figure 6. CircBBS9 target miRNA-mRNA network analysis. (A) Network of the circRNA-miRNA which have greater interaction score
with their target mRNAs. The pink nodes represented miRNA and the green nodes represented mRNAs. (B) Degree distribution of circBBS9
related miRNA-mRNA network. (C, D) The degree and betweenness centrality of mRNAs and miRNAs.
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mmu-miR-7028-5p
and
mmu-miR-6911-5p
(degree=940), which were largely beyond the maximum degree node among mRNAs (Hic2, Fbxo41,
Dnmt3a, degree=10).
In order to confirm the network of circBBS9-miRNAmRNA, we overexpressed circBBS9 in differentiated
C2C12 myotubes and examined a few predicted target
mRNAs, including Dnmt3a, Dad1, Gys1, Cacnale,
Adcy1, Adcyap1r1 and Ctnnd1, which belong to different
top predicted pathways. Importantly, we found that
circBBS9 overexpression increased these gene
expressions (Figure 7A, 7B), in addition to decreased
muscle atrophic genes (Foxo3 and Atrogin) and elevated
functional mitochondrial genes (Pgc1α, Mfn1 and Atpase)
(Figure 7C). Overall, these data suggested that circBBS9
overexpression improve muscle functionality gene
programs and may be involved in muscle aging process.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we identified and verified circRNAs that
showed differential expression between young and old.
Analysis on their target genes revealed metabolic
pathways among the top affected pathways. We also

highlighted circRNAs that featured declined expression in
aging compared to young and were reversed by aerobic
training. Among them, circBBS9 was verified and its
circRNA-miRNA-mRNA regulatory network established.
Taken together, our results revealed multiple circRNAs as
potential biomarkers of aging and unveiled a previously
unappreciated role of circBBS9 in mediating the
beneficial effects of aerobic exercise, at lease in aged
subjects. Future studies are warranted to study the
potential function of circBBS9 as a novel therapeutic
target for aging-associated muscle dysfunction.
Aging-associated muscle dysfunction severely affects
the health states and life qualities of the elders. As the
basic module of skeletal muscle, myocytes, also known
as muscle fibers, are packed with mitochondrial to
maintain their high ATP demand during exercise for
energy sustenance. It is thus vital for myocytes to
maintain strict mitochondrial homeostasis for optimal
muscle functionality. Notably, muscle mitochondrial
homeostasis undergoes dynamic regulation in both.
normal and pathological conditions. For example, aged
population suffers from aging-associated decrease in
muscle mass and strength, with prominent mitochondrial
dysfunctions in myocytes. On the other hand, aerobic

Figure 7. mRNA alternations upon circBBS9 overexpression in differentiated C2C12 myotubes. (A) Expression levels of circBBS9
in differentiated C2C12 myotubes after infection of lentiviral delivery of circBBS9. (B, C) Expression levels of predicted circBBS9 target genes
(B) and general muscle functionality genes (C) in differentiated C2C12 myotubes after infection of lentiviral delivery of circBBS9. Data are
presented as mean ± SEM and **P<0.01.
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training is one of the most effective ways in promoting
muscle health and mitochondrial functionality by
activating key metabolic regulators such as SIRT1,
AMPK and PGC1α [17]. However, implementing aerobic
exercise in the aged population demands significant
caution in frequency and intensity so as to balance its
desiring effects with potential damages like bone fractures
and cardiovascular events [18]. One alternative in
promoting mitochondrial homeostasis and muscle health
in aging population would be to use specific activators
targeting these regulators, i.e. SIRT1 agonist resveratrol
and AMPK activator AICAR, which have shown
beneficial effects in promoting muscle function and
alleviating aging-associated muscle dysfunction in rodent
models [8]. Yet, their clinical applications were hindered
by uncertainties in side effects and off-targets in other
organs, attesting to the urgency of uncovering novel
biomarkers and potential therapeutic targets against agingassociated muscle dysfunction. Previous studies showed
that miRNAs and circRNAs played important roles in the
myogenic processes and muscle functions, which inspired
us to investigate whether circRNAs may mediate the
benefits of aerobic exercise on muscle health. Indeed, we
found significant alterations in circRNAs expression
pattern on the genomic scale in skeletal muscle in aging
mice compared to young controls. Interestingly, GO and
KEGG analysis indicated that their host genes were
related to muscle contraction and development, indicating
a potential cooperation between host genes and their
circRNAs. Furthermore, KEGG pathway analysis of
predicted target genes attributed metabolic pathway as top
pathways affected by these circRNAs, unveiling a
previously unappreciated role of energy metabolism in
aging-associated muscle dysfunction.
Importantly, by comprehensive analysis of circRNAs
profiles among young, aging and aging mice with aerobic
exercise, we found that compared to young mice,
circBBS9 featured decreased levels in aging mice and
reversed expression after aerobic exercise and it is
annotated in the circBase [22, 27]. Intriguingly, miRNAmRNA network analysis of circBBS9 annotated top genes
in metabolic pathways from KEGG analysis as its
potential target genes, which supported a possible
regulatory role of circBBS9 in the metabolic programs in
myocytes. For example, LDHA, AMD1, DNMT3A and
ACADSB were reported to regulate muscle cell
proliferation and muscle atrophy [28–31], while ACADS,
CS, GATM, CHSY1 were related to muscle energy
metabolism [32–34]. Thus, aging and aerobic training, two
opposite processes impact muscle functionality, may exert
their impacts by modulating the circBBS9-miRNA-mRNA
network. Indeed, we have validated the alternations of a
few predicted circBBS9 target genes including Dnmt3a,
Dad1, Gys1, Cacnale, Adcy1, Adcyap1r1 and Ctnnd1 after
circBBS9 overexpression in C2C12 myotubes. Future
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investigations on circBBS9 in aging muscle would be
informative to reveal the exact role and mechanism of its
regulation, as well as the potential implication in other
models of muscle dysfunction.
Kotb et al. identified and annotated many circRNAs in
the skeletal muscles of Rhesus monkey via RNA-seq and
verified the downregulation of mmu_circ_017332, mmu_
circ_014269, mmu_circ_015060, mmu_circ_006895, and
mmu_circ_014509 during aging in monkeys [35]. In
addition, previous reports have identified circFUT10,
circLM07, circSVIL, circRBFOXO2, circFGFR2,
circZFP609, circFGFR4 and circSNX29 were involved
in myogenesis [36–43]. In our study, we highlighted that
circBBS9 was a potential biomarker of aging-associated
muscle dysfunction and may potentially mediate the
amelioration effects exerted by exercise. Of special
relevance, our analysis was performed in different animal
models than previous studies, and emphasized on unique
changes in circRNAs in the reversal of muscle function
loss with aerobic exercise, thus may result in different
results.
It has to be noticed that the present study was majorly
based on bioinformatic analysis of muscle samples from
young and aging mice, as well as aging mice with aerobic
training. Although circBBS9 was overexpressed in
differentiated C2C12 myotubes and several predicted
target genes, as well as genes related to mitochondrial
and dystrophic functions were confirmed to be altered,
suggesting the involvements of circBBS9 in muscle
dysfunctions, the detailed molecular evidences of direct
binding of circBBS9 with its predicted target miRNAs
are warranted and in vivo application of circBBS9 in the
prevention and treatment of muscle dysfunctions would
be attempted in future studies. Besides, it would be
interesting to examine the expression levels of circBBS9
in the circulation and its potential changes in
serum/plasma under the circumstances of muscle aging
and after aerobic training, which would offer circBBS9
as a novel biomarker for muscle aging.
In summary, the present study explored changes in
circRNA profiles in skeletal muscle in aging and identified
circBBS9 as a possible biomarker of aging-associated
muscle dysfunction and potential target of aerobic
exercise, which may provide new insights to the
mechanism of muscle aging, and promote individualized
prevention and treatment for muscle dysfunction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal information and exercise training protocol
C57BL/6J mice at the age of 3-month (n=6) and 18month (n=12, sedentary or exercise) were defined as
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young and aging groups, which were acquired from
Shanghai Laboratory Animal Company (SLAC,
Shanghai, China) and housed in pathogen-free cages at
ECNU Animal Center in Shanghai. Mice were located
in environment temperature at 22°C and on a 12 hours
light/12 hours dark cycles with free access to water
and chow diet and all of the procedures were agreed by
Animal Care and Use Committee of East China
Normal University (M20170316, Shanghai, China).

Bowtie2/TopHat2, TopHat-Fusion and CIRCExplorer2
softwares were used to map reads from mouse genome
(Ensemble). Differential expression analysis was
performed with EB-seq R package. EB-seq R package
provides posterior probabilities which are adjusted for
multiplicities using Benjamini-Hochberg method [46].

For exercise training, aging mice were trained with or
without treadmill exercise for two months as previously
reported [44] (n=6 per group). Briefly, the treadmill
running assay was performed on a motorized and speedcontrolled treadmill system (ZH-PT, Hangzhou, China).
Mice were warmed up at a speed of 8 m/min for 5 min
and then the speed was increased by steps of 2 m/min
each 2 minutes until 14 m/min without inclination and
sustained for 30 minutes. Mice were under aerobic
training every other day for two months. The skeletal
muscle tissues quadriceps femoris (Qu) were harvested
from young mice, aging mice and aging mice with
exercise and then frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at
-80 degrees for further studies.

Gene Ontology (GO: http://www.geneontology.org/) is
used to perform functional studies on gene sets [47].
Additionally, the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG: https://www.kegg.jp/) database is
used to understand the high-level functions and utilities
of the biological system [48]. The Database for
Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery
(DAVID, https://david.ncifcrf.gov/) is a comprehensive
set of functional annotation tools for researchers to
understand biological meaning behind large scale of
genes [49, 50]. For analysis of cirRNA host genes and
target mRNAs, GO enrichment and KEGG pathway
analysis were performed using DAVID. P < 0.05 was
set as the cut-off criterion.

Library preparation and illumina sequencing

Validation of circRNA

Total RNAs were extracted from mice frozen quadriceps
femoris tissues using RNAiso Plus (Takara, Japan) as
products descriptions. The total RNA purity and quantity
were assayed with Nano Drop 2000(USA). The RNA
integrity number (RIN) ≥7 and library was constructed as
manufacture’s protocols There were five microgram total
RNA were used to eliminate ribosome RNA according to
the description of Ribo-Zero rRNA Removal Kit
(Illumina, USA). The residual RNAs were dealt with
Ribonuclease R, E. coli (Epicenter, USA) to remove liner
RNA and enriching circRNA, which were fragmented
into oddments with RNA fragment Kit (Ambion, Austin,
TX, USA). The oddments were reversely transcribed to
produce cDNA. A-bases were added into ends of cDNA
strand for connecting the index adaptors linked T-bases.
The cDNA libraries were then stablished by PCR and
pair-end sequenced (PE150) on an Illumina Hiseq 4000
machine (Genergy Bio company, Shanghai, China)
according to vender’s specifications.

Total RNA was digested with RNAse R (epicenter, USA)
and then reversely transcribed using random hexamers
and reverse transcriptase (Takara, Japan). The
quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis was performed using
divergent primers and SYBR Green (ANZY Biotech,
China) on a Roche LightCycler 480 II machine. GAPDH
were used to internal control for circular RNA qPCR.
Besides, conventional PCR was performed using
divergent and convergent primers with the templates of
cDNA and gDNA respectively and PCR products were
size-separated by electrophoresis with 2% of agarose gels
and pictured on an UV instrument (Tiangen, China). The
primers were listed in Supplementary Table 6.

RNA-seq analysis and identification of CircRNAs
Cutadapt
(https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/)
was used to remove adapter sequences, primers, poly-A
tails and other unwanted sequence from highthroughput sequencing reads. FastQC (http://www.
bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/)
was
used to evaluate sequence quality. circRNA analysis
were exerted as described previously [45].
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Gene Ontology (GO) term and KEGG pathway
analysis

Identification of sponge miRNA and miRNA-target
interactions
The Miranda and RNAhybrid bioinformatics tools were
utilized to predict the sponge miRNAs for circBBS9
with a maximum binding free energy of -25 kcal/mol
for the sponge miRNA interaction. Next, using database
Targetscan, mRNAs predicted as the targets of at least
three miRNAs were overlapped and considered as
mRNA targets.
Network visualization and topological analysis
We used Cytoscape software (version 3.6.1) [51] to
construct and visualize the network in this study.
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Several topological properties such as the node degree,
betweenness were analyzed using the built-in Network
Analyzer tool (Department of Computational Biology
and Applied Algorithmics at the Max Planck Institute
for Informatics, Saarbrücken, Germany). The degree of
a node is the number of edges that link to this node.
Betweenness is a measure of the centrality of the node
in a network, which is the number of shortest paths
from each node to all others that pass through the node.
The power law distribution appears as a straight line
with a slope of a power exponent, which is the basis for
judging the whether a random variable satisfies a power
law and the power-law distribution of node degree is the
main parameter used to evaluate the network topology.
Cell culture
C2C12 cells and HEK293T cells were obtained from
ATCC and were cultured in DMEM containing 10%
FBS, 100U/ml penicillin and 100ug/ml streptomycin.
All cells were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 with
humid atmosphere. For C2C12 cell differentiation into
myotubes, culture plates were pre-incubated with 0.1%
gelatin and when C2C12 cells were grown to 70%
confluence, differentiated media (2% horse serum) was
added and refresh every day for 5 days.

experiments, F.S., Y.H. and Y.Z. established animal
models and M.G., J.Q, S.W, S.X, T.H and F.S. performed
RNA-seq data bioinformatic analysis. L.X. and X.M.
wrote the manuscript. X.G., and J.L. edited and revised
the manuscript.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1. GO analysis of host genes of upregulated circRNAs with top 10 enrichment score. GO analysis
between aging and young group. (A–C) or Exercising and Aging group (D–F). The horizontal axis is the enrichment score for the GO terms, and
the vertical axis is the GO terms. The enrichment score was calculated as -log10 (P-value).
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Supplementary Figure 2. GO analysis of host genes of down-regulated circRNAs with top 10 enrichment score. GO analysis
between aging and young group. (A–C) or Exercising and Aging group (D–F). The horizontal axis is the enrichment score for the GO terms, and
the vertical axis is the GO terms. The enrichment score was calculated as -log10 (P-value).
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Supplementary Figure 3. Expression levels of circMYH8 and circATP9b in Qu muscle, as well as circBBS9 levels in heart and
brain. (A) Expression levels of circMYH8 and circATP9b in Qu muscle among groups of young, aging and aging with aerobic exercise (n=6 per
group). (B) Expression levels of circBBS9 in heart and brain of young and aging mice (n=6 per group). Data are presented as mean ± SEM and
**P<0.01.
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Supplementary Tables
Please browse Full Text version to see the data of Supplementary Table 1.

Supplementary Table 1. CircRNA profiles in Qu muscle of young, aging and aging with aerobic exercise.
Supplementary Table 2. The differential circRNA profiles in Qu muscles of aging mice compared with young mice.
ID
chr17_30923856_30513556_-410300-Glo1
chr11_31061586_31055458_+6128-Asb3
chr15_95920378_95864225_+56153-Ano6
chr11_51734661_51729452_-5209-Sec24a
chr2_76856366_76847388_-8978-Ttn
chr5_106666845_106634831_-32014-Zfp644
chr18_82682287_82664838_-17449-Zfp236
chr12_53142768_53139381_+3387-Akap6
chr9_16378254_16374949_-3305-Fat3
chr7_81095693_81092147_+3546-Alpk3
chr6_31093595_31080865_-12730-Lncpint
chr16_43577748_43569681_+8067-Zbtb20
chr5_106666845_106618071_-48774-Zfp644
chr11_50308929_50304326_-4603-Canx
chr6_119825819_119824386_-1433-Erc1
chr11_107620214_107592706_+27508-Helz
chr12_35107556_35085939_+21617-Snx13
chr13_59800716_59789848_-10868-Zcchc6
chr17_86120746_86098512_-22234-Srbd1
chr2_76856366_76853605_-2761-Ttn
chr14_21637640_21626719_+10921-Kat6b
chr6_88358642_88355483_-3159-Eefsec
chr5_123631169_123590793_-40376-Clip1
chr6_38491931_38440455_+51476-Ubn2
chr12_51661713_51647994_-13719-Strn3
chr12_16568519_16560982_-7537-Lpin1
chr7_132950435_132948044_+2391-Zranb1
chr2_20860036_20854935_-5101-Arhgap21
chr2_114058656_114050289_-8367-Actc1
chr11_67246541_67181035_+65506-Myh1
chr7_29043929_29040388_-3541-Ryr1
chr3_51326035_51299783_-26252-Elf2
chr16_32961744_32950292_+11452-Lrch3
chr1_91108672_91088634_+20038-Lrrfip1
chr2_163376375_163375604_-771-Jph2
chr11_67297622_67252555_+45067-Myh8
chr1_151478625_151476140_-2485-Rnf2
chr2_132558682_132544392_-14290-Gpcpd1
chr15_100476886_100469685_+7201-Letmd1
chr9_77230954_77164765_-66189-Mlip
chr15_82857284_82825231_-32053-Tcf20
chr9_56147578_56145489_-2089-Tspan3
chr18_80917878_80858544_-59334-Atp9b
chr6_88298236_88281549_-16687-Eefsec
chr17_25218755_25199767_+18988-Unkl
chr6_134513419_134506196_-7223-Lrp6
chr2_76897400_76897122_-278-Ttn
chr9_22887996_22887581_+415-Bbs9
chr2_52303735_52302442_-1293-Neb
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Log2FC
11.34485
11.22942
10.96651
10.64476
10.64476
10.45224
10.45224
10.23002
10.23002
10.23002
10.23002
9.967226
9.967226
9.967226
9.967226
9.967226
9.967226
9.967226
3.163531
3.163531
3.038825
2.993706
2.993706
2.581961
2.220505
2.11363
2.069291
1.999227
-2.14554
-2.30153
-2.31905
-2.41309
-2.45649
-2.58296
-3.16353
-3.28732
-9.96723
-9.96723
-9.96723
-9.96723
-10.23
-10.23
-10.23
-10.23
-10.23
-10.4522
-10.4522
-10.9665
-11.8922
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P-Value
0.000103
0.000195
0.000753
0.00325
0.00325
0.007065
0.007065
0.015841
0.015841
0.015841
0.015841
0.036493
0.036493
0.036493
0.036493
0.036493
0.036493
0.036493
0.017703
0.017703
1.92E-05
0.032088
0.032088
0.018557
0.029079
0.042959
0.022835
0.021494
0.018028
0.039703
0.047472
0.013261
0.029717
0.006091
0.017703
9.31E-07
0.036493
0.036493
0.036493
0.036493
0.015841
0.015841
0.015841
0.015841
0.015841
0.007065
0.007065
0.000753
3.35E-06

GeneName
GLO1
ASB3
ANO6
SEC24a
TTN
ZFP644
ZFP236
AKAP6
FAT3
ALPK3
LNCPINT
ZBTB20
ZFP644
CANX
ERC1
HELZ
SNX13
ZCCHC6
SRBD1
TTN
KAT6b
EEFSEC
CLIP1
UBN2
STRN3
LPIN1
ZRANB1
ARHGAP21
ACTC1
MYH1
RYR1
ELF2
LRCH3
LRRFIP1
JPH2
MYH8
RNF2
GPCPD1
LETMD1
MLIP
TCF20
TSPAN3
ATP9b
EEFSEC
UNKL
LRP6
TTN
BBS9
NEB

Type
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
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Supplementary Table 3. The differential circRNA profiles in Qu muscles of aging mice with aerobic exercise compared
with aging mice.
ID
chr18_80917878_80858544_-59334-Atp9b
chr1_125579327_125568547_+10780-Slc35f5
chr9_22887996_22887581_+415-Bbs9
chr1_93576112_93567417_+8695-Farp2
chr9_110068985_110063017_+5968-Map4
chr8_33611921_33610655_+1266-Ppp2cb
chr11_67191466_67096301_+95165-Myh2
chr11_67297622_67252555_+45067-Myh8
chr1_172187460_172173943_+13517-Dcaf8
chr11_67204463_67176537_+27926-Myh2
chr5_103886290_103885907_-383-Klhl8
chr4_9610938_9583812_-27126-Asph
chr1_92148494_92141520_-6974-Hdac4
chr9_42451762_42437115_-14647-Tbcel
chr17_71810982_71800799_+10183-Clip4
chr15_3551685_3388648_-163037-Ghr
chr19_42564341_42562552_+1789-R3hcc1l
chr1_185267279_185266901_+378-Rab3gap2
chr3_5245645_5241670_+3975-Zfhx4
chr8_120553802_120553584_+218-Gse1
chr11_59061687_59055377_-6310-Obscn

Log2FC
11.05142672
10.72966856
10.05210633
10.05210633
10.05210633
10.05210633
2.46165636
2.278621188
2.167943537
2.08301854
-3.283417049
-10.1451308
-10.1451308
-10.1451308
-10.1451308
-10.1451308
-10.1451308
-10.1451308
-10.3673412
-10.88158669
-16.1991578

P-Value
0.000399475
0.00216554
0.034667196
0.034667196
0.034667196
0.034667196
0.00035862
0.001506383
0.04730565
0.008370838
0.012402727
0.033703803
0.033703803
0.033703803
0.033703803
0.033703803
0.033703803
0.033703803
0.015337107
0.001656524
0

GeneName
ATP9b
SLC35F5
BBS9
FARP2
MAP4
PPP2CB
MYH2
MYH8
DCAF8
MYH2
KLHL8
ASPH
HDAC4
TBCEL
CLIP4
GHR
R3HCC1L
RAB3GAP2
ZFHX4
GSE1
OBSCN

Type
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down

Supplementary Table 4. Overlapped circRNA featured opposite expression pattern among groups of young, aging,
aging with exercise intervention.
ID
chr11_67297622_67252555
_+45067-MYH8
chr18_80917878_80858544
_-59334-ATP9b
chr9_22887996_22887581_
+415-BBS9

Aging vs Young
(Log2FC)

Aging vs
Young
(Fold
Change)

Type

Exercise vs
Aging
(Log2FC)

Exercise vs
Aging (Fold
Change)

Type

-3.287322706

0.102427662

down

2.278621188

4.852140037

up

-10.23002044

0.000832639

down

11.05142672

2122.320344

up

-10.96650545

0.00049975

down

10.05210633

1061.660172

up

Please browse Full Text version to see the data of Supplementary Table 5.

Supplementary Table 5. circBBS9-miRNA-mRNA network.
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Supplementary Table 6. List of primers for Real time PCR, conventional RT-PCR and plasmid construction.
Real time PCR primers
Gene
Forward primer
m-Foxo3
TTCAACAGTACCGTGTTTGGAC
m-Atrogin
AGCGCTTCTTGGATGAGAAA
m-Pgc1α
ACCATGACTACTGTCAGTCACTC
m-Mfn1
AACCGAGAAGCTGCAGATGA
m-Atpase
GACATGGGCACAATGCAGG
m-Gapdh
ACAACTTTGGCATTGTGGAA
CircBBS9
AATGAGTTGAGGGGAGAGGC
CircATP9b
AGGCCTTTCTGTCTTGTGGT
CircMYH8
AGGCAGAGGAGGACAAAGTC
m-Dnmt3a
GAGGGAACTGAGACCCCAC
m-Adcy1
GTCACCTTCGTGTCCTATGCC
m-Cacna1e
GATGGAGACTCGGACCAGAG
m-Adcyap1r1
CTGCGTGCAGAAATGCTACTG
m-Ctnnd1
GTGGAAACCTACACCGAGGAG
m-Dad1
TGAAGTTGCTGGACGCCTATC
m-Gys1
GAACGCAGTGCTTTTCGAGG
m-18s
GGGAGCCTGAGAAACGGC
RT PCR primers for validation
CircBBS9
Forward primer
Divergent
AATGAGTTGAGGGGAGAGGC
Convergent
ACAAGCACCTCATGACCGAG
Clone PCR primers
Gene
Forward primer
CGGAATTCTGAAATATGCTATCTTACA
Clone-CircBBS9
GGTGGCTGTACTCCAATCCCAGAG
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Reverse primer
AGTGTGACACGGAAGAGAAGGT
GGCTGCTGAACAGATTCTCC
GTCACAGGAGGCATCTTTGAAG
TCAACTTGTTGGCACAGTCG
GCAGGGTCAGTCAGGTCATCA
GATGCAGGGATGATGTTCTG
CTGGGATTGGAGTACAGCCA
AATGGGCAGACTCATCCTCC
GACTCTTGGGCCAGTTTCAG
CTGGAAGGTGAGTCTTGGCA
TTCACACCAAAGAAGAGCAGG
TGACCGTGAAACAGTTCTGCC
AGCCGTAGAGTAATGGTGGATAG
CGTCTAGTGGTCCCATCATCTG
AAGCCAGAGAGGAACGAGTTG
CCAGATAGTAGTTGTCACCCCAT
GGGTCGGGAGTGGGTAATTT
Reverse primer
CTGGGATTGGAGTACAGCCA
CCAGAGATGAGCTTGGCACA
Reverse primer
GGAATTCCATATGTCAAGAAAAAATATA
TTCACTCCAGAGATGAGCTTGGCACAGC
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